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About This Content

Are you a natural predator? Now SkyDrift brings you the two classic multiplayer modes Deathmatch and Team Deathmatch,
where only the number of opponents you eliminate will earn you honor and respect.

Key Features:

Improve your hunter skills in 6 breathtaking arenas including Warfactory, U.F.O. and Scrapyard.

It’s up to you to join an existing dogfight or create a new arena and choose from settings like weather conditions or Time
Limit.

Don’t forget you can overtake, but it's better to shoot them all down in the SkyDrift Multiplayer Arena Modes!
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Title: SkyDrift: Gladiator Multiplayer Pack
Genre: Racing
Developer:
Digital Reality
Publisher:
HandyGames
Release Date: 28 Nov, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: x86 or x64 bit versions of Microsoft Windows XP/Vista/Win7

Processor: AMD/Intel dual-core processor running at 2.0 GHz

Memory: 1GB for MS Windows XP and 1.5GB for MS Windows Vista/Win7

Hard Disk Space: 1GB

Video Card: ATI/nVidia graphic card with at least 128MB of dedicated VRAM and with at least DirectX 9.0c and Shader
Model 3.0 support. ATI Radeon HD 3600 series and NVIDIA Geforce 8600GT

DirectX®: 9.0c, June 2010 update

Sound: Integrated or dedicated DirectX 9 compatible soundcard.

English,French,German,Italian
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I really thought it'd be so freaking boring, but then I played it, and it was much to my "Excruciating pleasure," that it's really
cool and awesome! I'd check it out, if I were you.. Good DLC. Aside of all the new cool Lords, Heroes, Units and re-skins one
of the most important part is better objective\/quest system.
  Previously quests were simple: move character to such area or win this battle. However, now you have to actually think how to
achieve objective: Conquer Karak Eight Peaks. You have so many choice at your starting location, have to think about strategic
decisions: conquer nearby enemies or try straight run for the Karak Eight Peaks. Weaken your future opponents or make allies
with them. Tully wish all future DLCs will have such path - with a goal in the end, but total freedom on the way to it.. It's worse
than a demo version:
-Only 3 level available.
-Finished in 10 Minutes.
-No replay value.. A linear children's book interrupted by primitive board game sequences with little value as a strategy game. I
think this game is exclusively for people who have read The Banner Saga book and want to relive it in a semi-interactive way. I
enjoyed the way the story was told and the viking inspiration, but not the story in itself, nor the game mechanics.. ..basically
nothing about the game, and the viking foundation was in all fairness pretty weak.

Everyone is going on about how beautiful this game is; if you like children's books' artwork and see that as the pinnacle of
artistic perfection, then yes, this game is beautiful.

16h to finish it on the default hardness level.

Damn me for buying the trilogy... Story is not existent, this is just a random collection of scenes, not recomended.. Early access
is no joke with this game. There are sever snapping issues with construction. Rotation has to be manually assigned and even then
it doesn't even really work. Tool durability is pitiably low. Can't say much about graphics since all you really see is beach, a few
palm trees, and ocean. The waves look nice I guess.
The asking price for this severely underdeveloped piece of. . .yeah. . .is way too high for the obvious lack of effort that went
into it. It's possibly worth $2 at most in it's current state. Maybe it will be more developed into an actual playable game with in
six months to a year, assuming like most other games lately it isn't abandoned.
My suggestion is to save your money and spend it on something worth both your time and the asking price.
It's really a shame too, the pics and video look great. But, I assume that since it's been in early access for over four friggin years
now. . .that it will never be anything worth while, ever.
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Nice train with good sense of solidity and weight. Pre=loade carriages convincingly grubby. Looks great. Bought it in sale. Glad
I did.. When I play this game I imagine that I am Senator Jeff Sessions throttling a small Zimbabweian child with my bare
hands.. Great game made by good people who were irreversibly fed headfirst into a warp-fueled blender. A true burning
example of DLC farming what could have been nearly perfect.. I just startedplaying this gem. I got some unresponsiveness
during fights (randomly) but I really don't care about it.

I see there is a lot of birlliant work in this and I like it very much. I can't recommend it enough it you are into RPGMaker
games.. Brilliant, love it. Really good tool.. Great expansion to a great game. Adds about ~10 hours of new content (if you want
to collect the new cards) and a satisfying new boss. The new hero, Settsu, is my favorite of the bunch; she feels incredibly
satisfying to play. Try an attack-speed build with upgrades to your penetrating lasers: the damage is unreal.

Thanks for another great product!
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